
Policies and Procedures for Women’s History  
 

General Policies 
 

1. A list of the women to be offered in March will be presented to the schools no later 
than the end of the first week of school by the AAUW co-chairs.  AAUW will provide 
biographies for prospective performers and an abbreviated biography for the principal.  
Additional material that will be provided is a flier for publicity, a suggested newsletter 
item and volunteer and supplemental forms and this policy statement.  This information 
will be given to the PTA/PFO women’s history rep.  When possible AAUW will also 
send by e-mail the biographies to the previous year’s performers.    
 
2. AAUW Women’s History program is a program for adult volunteers.  The scripts 
used in the March program are interactive and many involve activities and extensive 
props and therefore are suitable only for adult performers 
 
3. Schools will provide to AAUW a parent rep and if possible a teacher rep.  The 
parent and teacher rep will decide how responsibilities are divided.  Normally the parent 
rep does the recruiting, the communication with the volunteers, and some simple 
hospitality for the volunteers during the program in March.  The teacher rep is usually an 
advisor as to which of the selected women should be done in the school an advisor for 
scheduling.  Teachers are frequently helpful to the parent rep in suggesting potential 
performers. 
 
4.  AAUW recommends that recruiting be done starting at Back to School Night and 
be completed by Thanksgiving.  It is strongly suggested that the parent rep herself 
fill out the forms.  Availabilities can be gathered just before the deadline.  If 
availabilities have been obtained earlier it is recommended that the parent rep call each 
volunteer and verify the availability.  Generally there will be a display board that can be 
borrowed on a first come first serve basis for Back to School Night.  AAUW will also try 
to make available pictures of the women to be sent by e-mail if a school is interested in 
having them.  
 
5. Complete performer volunteer forms and the supplemental form must be turned 
in on time.  Due date is Dec. 1.  If forms are not received by Dec. 1, a notice will be sent 
to the principal and the teacher rep saying that they have not been received and the school 
will likely be dropped if the forms are not received by Dec. 13.  Exceptions to this policy 
will be only made in extraordinary circumstances.  If a school has to be dropped AAUW 
will attempt to provide one woman so at least the school will have some type of program.  
If AAUW discovers that a large number of the forms are incomplete, they will be 
returned to the school rep and the principal and teacher rep will be notified so they can 
assist if necessary.   
 
6. Schools will be basically scheduled in the order they were received with all schools 
scheduled at the same time.  
 



7. AAUW will present tentative schedules to the schools for their approval.  These 
schedules will be sent to both the PTA/PFO rep and the teacher rep.  The PTA/PFO rep 
will let AAUW know when she has checked them and inform AAUW of any problems.   
 
8. AAUW will send scripts by e-mail to all performers and to parent reps.  Teacher reps 
do not get scripts.  Parent reps will verify that all performers have scripts and notify 
AAUW when this has been done.  This is a way of checking e-mails.  
 
9. One or more training sessions will occur approximately 1 month before the 
program.  If possible a make-up session for the viewing of props will be held for those 
unable to come to the training session.   
 
10. Pilots – From time to time a pilot script will be offered.  Sometimes they will be 
generally advertised – other times it will just be in a given school with the approval of the 
principal.  In general for AAUW to pilot a script, the script must be in good form by 
August 15.   
 
11. Evaluation form – generally an evaluation form will be sent to the parent rep to be 
distributed in a manner acceptable to the principal.  AAUW will be glad to pick these up 
at the schools. 
 
12. Giving Scripts to Other Groups: Scripts have been written mainly for the Camarillo 
AAUW Women’s History program and are given to other groups only with the approval 
of the AAUW board.  Adult scripts are not given at any time to any group to be modified 
for student use as they are not suitable.  
 

 
Policy on Ethnicity of Portrayers 

 
1. One of the Camarillo AAUW's women's history program goals is to promote the 

accomplishments of various ethnic groups through first person portrayals.  
 
2. We realize that some schools have a larger number of potential volunteers for 

minority roles than other schools.  When practical, we will present a choice of women 
around a central theme (for example athletes, astronauts).  For these, we will try to 
provide parallel scripts so that the students will gain about the same material no 
matter which woman or women are portrayed.  When a choice of women is offered, 
we expect that the schools will choose to present the woman or women for whom 
they have appropriate volunteer(s). 

 
3. There are some women whose accomplishments are so unique that we cannot 

effectively offer a choice.  One example is Harriet Tubman.  In such cases, the 
AAUW women's history committee reserves the right to require that the presenter be 
of an appropriate ethnic group.  In placing any restrictions, the committee will 
consider how culturally sensitive the script is and how the ethnic group feels about 
others presenting their role models.  If we do place a restriction, we will if we have 



requests from the schools support the woman for more than one year. .  At the request 
of the school, we will make every effort to recruit a suitable performer from another 
school or from the community.  For example, Harriet Tubman was offered for 3 years 
until we reached all schools who desired to have her portrayed. 

 
4. We feel that the few times where we would execute these restrictions will not 

adversely affect the education of Camarillo students.  Teachers have students write 
reports, do portrayals of famous women, read books, and in many other ways teach 
students about diverse groups of people.  Camarillo AAUW women's history program 
is only one small part of the education process.  We feel that since these are adult 
first person portrayals, we want to concentrate on those things that we can do well. 

 
5. Camarillo AAUW has no restrictions on minorities portraying non-minority women.  

In fact we welcome minority presenters. 
 


